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ABSTRACT 

 

The current study presents results from a series of numerical analysis of non-Newtonian liquid film formation 

on a rotating spoked annulus. The film flow of a common type of polyester, Polyethylene Terephthalate 

(PET), on a vertically rotating disk was modelled numerically. Two different molecular weights, 

corresponding to different viscosities for PET, and under flow at different rotating speeds, were considered. 

The film thickness profile was obtained at different radial and angular positions of the rotating disk in the 

simulations, which is beneficial in calculating the volume of polymer taken up by the rotating disk and also 

in calculating the volumetric flow rates on the disk. Two types of disks including a standard solid disk and 

a number of hollow disk designs – spoked annuli were considered and the film flow modelled using the 

volume of fluid (VOF) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis. The analyses of flow over spoked 

annulus designs highlighted the advantage of such designs over the use of a conventional solid disk. It was 

found that the variation in the film thickness for the spoked annulus was lower than that for the conventional 

solid disk. The parametric study also provided a favorable spoked annulus design for which the film 

thickness was essentially constant. A constant film thickness would provide a constant film flow which can 

be a benefit to many industrial applications. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) is the most common type of polyester; its properties make it suitable for 

a wide array of product applications, particularly for the manufacture of plastic bottles and product 

packaging. The global PET market was estimated to be worth USD 23.3 billion in 2010 and is expected to 

reach USD 48.4 billion in 2016  [1, 2]. During the synthesis of the PET, a by-product component (Ethylene 

Glycol) and several other volatile species are produced [1]. In the last stage of the Polycondensation 

process, the reactor must remove this by-product in order to get a high quality polymer without impurities. 

To separate this component effectively from the melt polymer, the last stage reactor comprises a large 

horizontal cylindrical vessel, which contains several vertical disks mounted along a rotating shaft. Each disk 

facilitates the removal of volatile products, from the polymer by creating a film fluid over its surface where 

the diffusion of by- product takes place. 

 

The flow of non-Newtonian liquids has gained considerable importance as a result of its application in 

different scientific and engineering industries including chemical industries, materials processing, coating 

industries and the food processing industries [3-6]. The flow behavior of the non-Newtonian liquids differs 

from those of the Newtonian liquids. The viscosity in non-Newtonian liquids is dependent on the shear rate 

for the applied shear stress [7]. In general, the polymers are highly viscous fluids and considered to follow 

non-Newtonian flow behavior. Depending on the structure and concentration, the conformation of a polymer 

solution might be considered like a bowl of spaghetti with the polymer chains entangled causing resistance 

to shearing of the fluid. A recent numerical study of Newtonian film flow on a vertically rotating solid disk 

was validated by an experimental study [8]. Numerical solutions for the non-Newtonian film flow are 

achieved using a similar CFD modelling approach [9-11].  

 

To achieve an increased film thickness profile on the disk and an enhanced mass transfer, Woo and Yong 

[12] and Cai et al [13] proposed a new hollow rotating disk design. In the present study a number of hollow 

rotating disks (rotating spoked annulus) are modelled numerically. The numerical solutions are compared 

with the film flow on solid rotating disk and conclusions drawn on the influence on the volumetric film flow 

rate. Volume of fluid (VOF) modelling approach is applied employing commercially available CFD code 

Fluent [8]. It allows modelling of two immiscible fluids, air and PET in the present case. Numerical model is 

described in Section 2 with details of grid generation, boundary conditions and transient considerations. 

Numerical results of the non-Newtonian film flow on a standard solid disk are discussed in Section 3 

together with a validation by previous experimental work. Section 4 provides a summary of the predicted 



film flow on a number of hollow disks and discusses their advantages over the use of a solid disk. Finally 

conclusions are drawn and summarized in Section 5. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

g  [m/s2] Gravitational acceleration 

h  [m] Thin film thickness 

h  [-] Dimensionless film thickness 

R  [m] Disk radius 

K  [ nsPa. ] Consistency index 

R  [-] Dimensionless disk radius 

n  [-] Power law index 

  [s-1] Shear rate 

 

Special characters 

  [⁰] Angular coordinate 

  [rpm] Rotating speed 

0  
[Pa.s] Maximum viscosity  

  
[Pa.s] Minimum viscosity  

nX  
[-] Number average chain length 

  [N/m] Surface tension 

  [kg/m3] Density 

 

Subscripts 

CFD  Computational fluid dynamics 

CFL  Courant-Friedrich-Lewy condition 

VOF  Volume of fluid 

PET  Polyethylene terephthalate 

 

1.1 Materials  

 

The simulations were carried out for two polymer samples of different molecular weight (number-average 

chain length Xn = 69 and Xn = 82) corresponding to two different viscosities 47.3 and 86.6 Pa.s respectively 

[1]. 

 



To model the PET fluid, the non-Newtonian power law was used in order to set the parameters of the 

viscosity. 

The power law equation is given by [16, 17]: 

 

  1


n
K           … (1) 

 

where,   is non-Newtonian viscosity,  

K  is consistency index,  

n  is power law index and  

  is the shear rate. 

 

The consistency index can be calculated by rearranging Eq. (1) to give: 
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For Xn = 69,  

    nsPaK .119103.47
6.01



 

 

For Xn = 82, 

    nsPaK .53.217106.86
6.01



 

 

The minimum viscosity limit 
  is determined from Eq. (1) 
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For Xn = 69, 

sPa..99.210000119 )16.0(  
  

 

For Xn = 82, 

  sPa..46.51000053.217 16.0  
  

 

A summary of the calculated values of the parameters used is provided in Table 1.  



2. Numerical modelling 

 

A three dimensional model was developed to model the PET film flow over vertically rotating disk. The 

model was generated in GAMBIT 2.4.6 [8] and the simulations conducted in FLUENT 6.3 for two different 

polymers to analyze the effect of the molecular weight on the film formation. The simulations were run under 

different angular velocities (10 rpm and 20 rpm) to study their influence on film thickness. 

 

A three dimensional design of a rotating disk inside the reactor of diameter 140mm was constructed in this 

study, similar to the dimensions used in a previous experimental study [1]. As shown in Figure 1 the length 

of the reactor was 140 mm. The diameter and the thickness of the disk were 127 mm and 4 mm respectively. 

The disk was partially immersed (34% of the diameter of the disk) in the PET. The results of present 

numerical study were validated against previously published experimental result using the same method 

[1]. 

 

2.1 Grid generation 

 

The quadrilateral elements were used to create the three dimensional mesh for the present model, since 

for a simple geometry, a high aspect ratio quadrilateral element is easily achievable and would perform 

more efficiently than with triangular-tetrahedral cells. To mesh the edges, both constant successive ratio 

and the first length were used. This allowed a very fine mesh near the disk surface and large cells at the 

outer border of the reactor. The film thickness measurement area is near the disk surface. A coarser mesh 

was used at the reactor borders to minimize the number of elements as shown in Figure 2.  

 

In order to determine the necessary mesh size to provide an adequate size representation of the film 

thickness, the film thickness results obtained by Cheong and Choi [1] were used as a guideline. The article 

provided a minimum thickness value of 1 mm, therefore, in the present model the minimum mesh size was 

maintained near the disk surface: see Figure 2(a), which gives a minimum value of 0.25 mm, i.e. a quarter 

of the minimum thickness in order to generate a reasonably high quality mesh. This also ensured reliability 

in the results. The mesh size of the edges in other areas varied from 0.90 mm to 1.5 mm, a similar range 

of the minimum thickness value. The total number of elements used in the CFD modelling for the solid disk 

analysis was 698,808. Exhaustive grid independence studies were carried out and the current mesh was 

found to be sufficiently refined to capture the flow details [8]. 

The boundary conditions used for the current model are illustrated in Figure 3. Wall boundary conditions 

were used to bound fluid and solid regions. The fluid area was defined by interior boundary conditions. 

Symmetry boundary conditions were used for both sides of the reactor. The present study involves solving 

two phase flow problem. To do this, the volume of fluid (VOF) model was chosen. This model permits to 

model two immiscible fluids, air and PET in the present case.  Each fluid phase is modeled as a volume 



fraction of each cell in the mesh. A single set of momentum equations is solved and the volume fraction of 

each of the fluids throughout the domain is obtained. These volume fractions were essential to predict the 

thickness of the film layer. An ‘Implicit Scheme’ was used. The disk was set as a ‘moving wall’ with a 

rotational absolute motion of 10 rpm and 20 rpm. The contact angle used between the PET and the AIR 

was 90° [14, 15]. 

 

2.2 Transient analysis considerations 

 

In order to ensure that the numerical simulation is stable, a careful selection of time step was required. For 

a minimum mesh size of 0.25 mm, the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition (CFL) [8] and the maximum 

angular velocity were used to calculate the time step. The time step size was taken at 10-3 s, which satisfies 

the CFL condition and 40 iterations per time step were used. 

 

3. Vertically rotating solid disk 

 

In this section numerical results are provided for the non-Newtonian film flow on a vertically rotating solid 

disk. The simulation was carried out for the two different molecular weights of PET, Xn = 69 and Xn = 82 

corresponding to two different viscosities 47.3 and 86.6 Pa.s respectively. The thickness for each molecular 

weight and two different rotating speeds of 10 rpm and 20 rpm were tested. 

 

The flow pattern of PET film can be noticed from the numerical simulation in Figure 4, where the disk is 

rotating in an anti-clockwise direction. The legend with a scale of 1 represents 100% PET while the scale 0 

represents 100% air. 

 

It is interesting to note that the center of the rotating pattern remains void of the film, which is almost circular 

area with a calculated radius of about 32% of the disk radius. The circular area in the center with no film, 

moves to the right side slightly when the rotation direction of the disk is anti-clockwise. This phenomenon 

of the film formation is similar to a typical film formation of a Newtonian fluid, however, the film thickness 

profile of the non-Newtonian liquid is expected to be different from that of the Newtonian liquid. Note that 

the PET film flow in the drag out and drag in region, unlike in the Newtonian film flow case, does not exhibit 

increased thickness and instability. . 

 

3.1 Validation using previous experimental study 

 

A brief validation of the current numerical solution is provided in the present section followed by a parametric 

study to investigate the influence of a number of parameters on the subsequent film flow thickness. 

 



The CFD modelling simulations are compared with the experimental results [1] in Figure 5. Note, the 

experimental data was extracted graphically. 

 

The PET film pattern obtained from the CFD modelling simulations is reasonably consistent with those 

shown in published experimental results [1]. The average film thickness obtained by the CFD simulation is 

over-predicted by about 20% to 30%, based on the results obtained for the angular positions of 60° and 

120°. The possible reason is thought to be due to numerical diffusion error. The film thickness at the angular 

positions of 60° and 120° is more stable and of more interest to the industrial applications and therefore 

comparisons to experiments are limited to these angles. For other angles, 0° and 180°, the CFD simulation 

results show similar trend to the measurements but quantitatively they are different. This is due to the high 

instability of film flow in drag in and drag out regions [8]. 

 

3.2 Numerical results of thin film flow on a vertically rotating solid disk 

 

Figures 7 to 10 provide a summary of the predicted PET film thickness variation for a number of different 

parameters including (1) angular position, (2) radial position, (3) rotating speed and (4) molecular weight 

corresponding to viscosity. Note, the film thickness profiles provided are non-dimensionalized and obtained 

by dividing the thickness by the disk radius and multiplied by a factor of 10. The magnification was 

necessary to provide a meaningful number.  

 

3.2.1 Film thickness for different angular positions 

 

The PET film thickness profile for different angular positions is presented in Figure 6. The film is thicker 

towards the edge of the disk for angular position 0°, and starts decreasing towards the center of the disk. 

With the increase of the angular position from 0° to 180°, the film becomes thinner towards the edge of the 

disk and thicker towards the center of the disk. This is due to the gravity and drag out effect. 

 

It is interesting to note that the film thickness for angular position at 60° increases from the disk edge until 

R' = 7 and decreases again towards the center of the disk. This effect is not seen in a Newtonian film flow 

[8]. 

 

3.2.2 Film thickness for different radial positions 

 

The PET film thickness for radial positions R' = 7 and R' = 9 decreases as the angular position increase 

from 0° to 180° as shown in Figure 7. The reason for this kind of phenomenon of film formation is identified 

as the gravity effect, in case of the drag out, the film is thicker and for gravity the film starts decreasing with 

the increase in the angular position. 



 

It is interesting that for the radial position R' = 5, the film pattern is different. The film thickness increases 

with the increase in the angular position. The possible reason for this flow pattern may be due to the shear 

rate dependent viscosity of non-Newtonian liquid. 

 

It is observed that film thickness variation at the radial position (R' = 7) is more stable compared to the other 

radial positions, which indicates that a constant volume of polymer hold up by the disk can be obtained in 

this position. Estimation of polymer retention by the disk is useful in practical applications, e.g. in 

determining the position of the polymer collectors in the reactors during polymer processing [18, 19]. 

 

3.2.3 Comparison of film thickness profile for different rotating speeds 

 

The PET film thickness increases with the increase in the rotating speeds of the disk as shown in Figure 8. 

This kind of flow pattern is similar to those for Newtonian film flow shown in [8]. The film pattern at the 

angular positions of 60° and 120° is similar with very low amount of film thickness variation under both the 

rotating speeds of the disk. The film formation at these two angular positions is said to be stable. 

 

3.2.4 Comparison of film thickness for different molecular weight 

 

Figure 9 shows the PET film thickness profile at two different molecular weights, Xn = 69 and Xn = 82. A 

limited variation of the film thickness profile with the change in the molecular weight of PET can be seen.  

The fluid with the higher molecular weight has a higher viscosity, and thus shows a thicker film profile than 

that of the lower molecular weight fluid. A slight variation is observed at 60° angular position. The PET film 

thickness is higher for the lower molecular weight. The film thickness profile of the PET polymer is 

essentially similar in trend for both molecular weights.  

 

4. Vertically rotating spoked annulus designs 

 

It is desirable to increase the mass transfer of the film flow on the rotating spoked annulus, and also to 

obtain and ensure a stable film formation for an increased volumetric flow rate.  In view of this, a rotating 

spoked annulus design was proposed by Cai, Wang and Zhu [13] and was further developed in the present 

study. The proposed rotating spoked annulus design is shown in Figure 10. Four hollow sections with four 

connectors were selected to provide sufficient support to the rotating disk when it is attached to a rotating 

shaft. 

 

4.1 Design of vertically rotating hollow disks 

 



The shaft diameter was taken about 7% of the disk diameter (9.5 mm) according to the guideline from [1]. 

By adjusting the size and position of the hollow parts of the rotating disk, more stable and increased film 

thickness could be achieved. In the present study three different designs of hollow rotating disks of different 

radii were considered and their radius calculation is shown below, where R is the disk annulus internal 

radius. 

 

Hollow disk 1 = 0.5R = 31.75 mm 

Hollow disk 2 = 0.6R = 38.1 mm 

Hollow disk 3 = 0.7R = 44.45 mm 

 

The schematic of the hollow rotating disk (hollow disk 1) with dimensions is provided in Figure 11. The 

dimension of the connector cross section was taken as 4x4 mm2 to provide adequate support to the rotating 

disk. 

 

A full three dimensional CFD model was constructed for the hollow rotating disk in the same way as with 

the solid rotating disk discussed in section 2.1. The dimensions of the disk and the reactor for both the 

hollow and solid disks were taken the same, however, based on the three different radii of the hollow parts, 

three designs of hollow rotating disks were consequently used. Thus, in terms of the level of hollowness, 

hollow disk 3 is more hollow than hollow disk 2, which in turn is more hollow than hollow disk 1. 

 

For grid generation the same principle of the meshing of the solid disk was used. A boundary layer mesh 

was imposed with a minimum mesh size of 0.25 mm near the disk surface and the coarse mesh was 

maintained at the outer border of the reactor, Figures 12 and 13. In order to generate a structured grid with 

hexahedral cells the map mesh faces were used. The total number of elements used for hollow disk 1, 

hollow disk 2 and hollow disk 3 were 719,569, 787,800 and 828,808 respectively. All the boundary 

conditions and the PET properties were considered same for the both solid and hollow rotating disks. 

 

4.2. Numerical result of thin film flow on vertically rotating hollow disks 

 

This section summarizes numerical results for the non-Newtonian film flow on a vertically rotating hollow 

disk. Comparison is made with the numerical result of the non-Newtonian film flow on the solid disk 

described in Section 3 in order to illustrate the influence of the different hollow disk designs.  

 

Figure 14 shows the polymer PET melt flowing both around and through the vertically rotating hollow disk. 

As expected of the non-Newtonian fluid the film flow pattern for the hollow disk is also similar to the film 

flow pattern for the solid disk shown in Figure 4. The viscous force contributes to the drag out phase creating 



the thin film on the right section of the disk whereas the gravitational force contributes to the formation of a 

thick film at the drag in phase of the disk. 

 

The influence of the degree of hollow disk design on the predicted film thickness is shown in Figure 15. The 

film thickness profiles for radial positions R' = 7 and R' = 9 are shown. Note, the rotational speed of 20 rpm 

was used. Similar to the trend for the solid disk shown in Figure 7, the film thickness for the hollow disk also 

generally decreased with the angular position increasing from 0° to 180°. Also shown in the figure is the 

variation of the film thickness with angular positions for the solid disk at 20 rpm speed for comparison.  

 

In general, the film thickness variations for the hollow disks were reduced compared to the solid disk. In 

particular, for the hollow disk 2 the film thickness did not vary significantly with the angular positions. The 

film thickness was essentially constant. This study illustrates the possibility of an optimum disk design which 

can benefit in a number of industries which rely on collection of liquids. It is interesting to note in Figure 

15(a) that the film thickness variation between 1.2 and 2.6 radians for the hollow disk 3 and the solid disk 

were identical. 

 

5. Discussion 

 

A non-Newtonian power law, Eq. (1) similar to that used in [16, 17] was used to model the present PET 

fluid. The CFD simulation results were compared with the published experimental results [1] for the solid 

disk and shown in Figure 5. The predicted film thickness was about 20-30% higher than the measured. The 

difference was thought to be related to the numerical diffusion error [20]. The other reasons for this 

difference may include polymer molecules becoming aligned as they are stirred, this effect has not been 

considered in the numerical model. Furthermore thermal and memory effects in the polymer might also 

have contributed to the difference. More work needs to be done to fine tune the predicted results; however, 

the similar trend observed between the simulation and the experiment indicates that the solid disk analysis 

can reasonably be extended to consider different hollow disk designs.  

 

The PET polymer with higher molecular weight has a higher viscosity and is likely to show a thicker film 

profile, as observed in Figure 9. With the exception of the 60° angular position at the dimensionless radial 

position 7 the film thickness for the PET with higher molecular weight was higher. In general the average 

film thickness was relatively similar for both molecular weights. The possible reason for that is likely to be 

due to shear stress effect of the non-Newtonian fluid. 

 

6. Concluding remarks 

 



The PET film flow on a vertically rotating disk was modelled numerically. The numerical results were 

obtained for mixed PET fluids of two different molecular weights, and for different rotating speeds. The 

predicted film thickness profile was obtained at different radial and angular positions on the rotating annulus. 

From these predictions, the amount of polymer taken up onto the rotating annulus and also the volumetric 

flow rates onto the annulus can be calculated. 

 

The present simulation results on the solid disk were validated by comparing the numerical results to an 

experimental study [1]. Although a difference of 20-30% was present a very similar trend existed between 

the numerical and the experimental results. That was encouraging to extend further the solid disk analysis 

and to consider the different hollow disk/spoked annulus designs. In general the predicted film thickness 

variations for the hollow disks were lower than that for the solid disk.  

 

By considering three different annulus internal radii it was possible to carry out a limited optimization study. 

Three different disk designs revealed that the film thickness was essentially constant for the hollow disk 2 

(variation less than 8%). 

 

The present study clearly highlighted the advantage of using hollow disk design over standard solid disk. A 

constant film thickness was achieved which could provide a uniform film flow and thereby benefit in 

industrial applications.  

 

The present analysis can be further extended to investigate the effect of number of hollows on film formation 

and also to calculate the mass transfer efficiency in order to determine an optimum hollow disk design.  
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Table 1. Values of the parameters used in the numerical analysis 

 

Parameter Symbol Value for Xn = 69 Value for Xn = 82 

Maximum viscosity 
0  (Pa.s) 

47.3 86.6 

Minimum viscosity 
  (Pa.s) 2.99 5.46 

Power law index n  0.6 0.6 

Consistency index 
).( nsPaK  

119 217.53 

Shear rate range   (s-1) 10-10000 10-10000 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Schematic of the design of the rotating disk reactor 



 

 

 

(a) Boundary layer mesh 

 

 

 

   

(b) Grid generation on the disk surface 

 

Figure 2. Mesh generation in the reactor 

 

 



 

 

Areas Description Boundary condition 

[A] Border of the reactor Symmetry 

[B] Reactor Wall 

[C] Border of the reactor Symmetry 

[D] Disk Wall 

[E] Fluid area Interior 

 

Figure 3. Boundary conditions 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. PET film flow pattern (Xn = 69, Ω=10 rpm) 



 

 

  

θ = 60° θ = 120° 

Figure 5. Comparison of predicted film thickness with measurement 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Film thickness for different angular positions 

 

 



 

Figure 7. Film thickness for different radial positions 

  

θ = 60⁰ θ = 120⁰ 

Figure 8. Film thickness variation with different rotating speeds 

  

θ = 60° θ = 120⁰ 

Figure 9. Film thickness variation with different molecular weights 



  

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. 3D design of the rotating spoked annulus 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Design specifications of hollow disk 1 

 



 

 

Figure 12. Grid generation on the reactor 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Grid generation on the hollow disk surface 



 

 

Figure 14. PET film flow pattern on hollow disk1 (Xn = 69, Ω=10 rpm) 

 

 

  

Figure 15a. Comparisons at R' = 7 Figure 15b. Comparisons at R' = 9 

 

 


